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1 Introduction30

Nowadays the finite element method seems to be the most efficient method for numerical31

solution of partial differential equations. In 1968, Miloš Zlámal considered in his paper32

[45] the following elliptic boundary value problem with smooth variable coefficients33

−
2

∑

i,j=1

∂

∂xi

(

aij
∂u

∂xj

)

+ cu = f in Ω, u = 0 on ∂Ω, (1)

where Ω is a bounded polygonal domain. For a sufficiently smooth solution u and its con-
tinuous piecewise quadratic finite element approximation uh over a standard triangulation
Th of Ω, Zlámal proved in the Sobolev H1(Ω)-norm the following a priori error estimate

‖u− uh‖1 ≤ C
h2

sinαTh

,

where αTh
is the smallest angle of all triangles from Th and the constant C depends on34

u, but it is independent of the discretization parameter h (the maximal diameter of all35

triangles in Th). This bound does not degenerate and therefore uh converges to u as h → 036

if the following minimum angle condition holds:37

∃α0 > 0 ∀Th ∈ F ∀K ∈ Th : αK ≥ α0, (2)

where αK is the minimal angle of K and F = {Th}h→0 is a family of triangulations.38

Zlámal also considered in [45] the fourth order clamped plane problem

−∆2u = f in Ω (polygon), u =
∂u

∂n
= 0 on ∂Ω.

Under the same minimum angle condition (2) he proved for the quintic triangular C1-
elements and sufficiently smooth u the following error estimate (in the H2(Ω)-norm)

‖u− uh‖2 ≤ C1

h4

sin2 αTh

≤ C2h
4 as h → 0.

At present, condition (2) is known as Zlámal’s condition, see [12, p. 130, 169]. The39

same condition was also introduced by Alexander Žeńı̌sek in [43] for the finite element40

method applied to a system of linear elasticity equations of second order. Although his41

paper appeared in 1969 (i.e. after 1968 when [45]) appeared), it was submitted already42

on April 3, 1968, whereas Zlámal’s paper was submitted on April 17, 1968.43

The minimum angle condition has many applications. It enables us to derive the44

optimal interpolation order and prove convergence of the finite element method, to de-45

rive various a posteriori error estimates, to perform regular mesh refinements, etc. For46

instance, the standard red refinement technique, which uses lines connecting midpoints47

of edges, obviously produces families of triangulations satisfying the minimum angle con-48

dition (2). Another popular refinement technique was examined by Martin Stynes in49

[38, 39]. He proved that the so-called longest-edge bisection algorithm also generates50

families of triangulations satisfying (2). In fact, he showed that the algorithm yields only51

a finite number of possible shapes of triangles (up to scaling). This algorithm bisects all52
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Figure 1: The classical longest-edge bisection algorithm may produce hanging nodes.

triangles in the triangulation at the same time which may lead, in general, to noncon-53

forming triangulations with so-called hanging nodes (see Fig. 1), which is undesirable in54

classical finite element methods.55

The longest-edge bisection algorithm can be modified so that it produces families of56

conforming triangulations satisfying the minimum angle condition (2), see [17]. This57

algorithm subsequently chooses the longest edge in the entire triangulation and then58

bisects only one or two triangles adjacent to this longest edge. In this way hanging nodes59

never appear (see Fig. 2).60

Figure 2: A modified longest-edge bisection algorithm does not yield hanging nodes.

2 Various generalizations of Zlámal’s condition61

A generalization of the Zlámal minimum angle condition to tetrahedra is given in [6]. It62

requires that there exists a constant α0 > 0 independent of h such that for any dihedral63

angle α between faces and any angle ϕ between edges of any tetrahedron in the whole64

family we have (cf. Fig. 3)65

α ≥ α0 and ϕ ≥ α0. (3)

A further generalization of Zlámal’s condition to simplicial elements in an arbitrary66

space dimension d was recently made in [8]. It is based on a positive lower bound for a67

generalized sine [13] of d + 1 solid angles at vertices of a d-simplex (the convex hull of68

d+ 1 points that do not lie in a hyperplane).69
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Figure 3: A tetrahedron has 6 dihedral angles α and 12 angles ϕ between edges.

The so-called inscribed ball condition [12]:

∃C > 0 ∀Th ∈ F ∀K ∈ Th : rK ≥ ChK ,

where hK = diam K and rK is the radius of the inscribed ball b ⊂ K, can also be applied70

to nonsimplicial elements, and in any dimension d.71

In 2003, Jia-fu Lin and Qun Lin [34] replaced the inscribed ball condition by a simpler72

condition on the volume of every element (cf. Condition 1 below). Next, we present three73

equivalent conditions for simplicial elements S for any dimension d (see [11] and [7, 8]).74

Condition 1:
∃C1 > 0 ∀Th ∈ F ∀S ∈ Th : vol S ≥ C1h

d
S.

Condition 2:
∃C2 > 0 ∀Th ∈ F ∀S ∈ Th : vol b ≥ C2h

d
S,

where b ⊂ S is the inscribed ball of S.75

Condition 3:

∃C3 > 0 ∀Th ∈ F ∀S ∈ Th : vol S ≥ C3vol B,

where B ⊃ S is the circumscribed ball about S.76

Condition 1 (or 2) is easier to check in practical calculations than (3), which is, more-77

over, formulated in 3d. Let us point out that Conditions 1–3 are equivalent to the gener-78

alized Zlámal’s condition from [8].79

3 Maximum angle condition80

The maximum angle condition for two-dimensional triangulations states that81

∃γ0 < π ∀Th ∈ F ∀K ∈ Th : γK ≤ γ0, (4)

where γK is the maximal angle of K (compare with (2)).82

The minimum angle condition (2) implies the maximum angle condition (4). To see
this, denote the angles of a triangle K ∈ Th by α, β, and γ and assume that α ≤ β ≤ γ.
If α ≥ α0 > 0 then

γ = π − β − α ≤ π − 2α0.
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The converse implication obviously does not hold, since right triangles in a family of83

triangulations (see e.g. Fig 5) whose smallest angles tend to zero do not satisfy (2), but84

satisfy (4).85

In 1965, Kang Feng published the paper [14] in Chinese, where a variational-difference86

scheme for problem (1) with aij = 0, i 6= j, is examined. His scheme resembles the finite87

element method with linear elements. Feng proves convergence (no convergence rate)88

under the condition (4), i.e., no angle is greater than a given positive constant γ0 < π.89

In 1976, three groups of researchers Babuška, Aziz [3], Barnhill, Gregory [4], and
Jamet [20] independently discovered for d = 2 that if (4) holds then

‖u− uh‖1 ≤ Ch|u|2,

where | · |k denotes the seminorm in the Sobolev space Hk(Ω), u ∈ H2(Ω) is the weak90

solution of (1), and uh is its piecewise linear finite element approximation. Hence, the91

minimum angle condition (2) is not necessary to achieve convergence.92

This upper bound was later generalized to non-Hilbert spaces in [28]. In particular,93

if (4) holds then by means of the Jensen-, Minkowski-, Cauchy-Schwarz- and triangle94

inequality we have95

‖u− uh‖1,p ≤ Cph|u|2,p, p > 1, (5)

where ‖ · ‖k,p and | · |k,p stand for the standard norm and seminorm in the Sobolev space96

W k,p(Ω), respectively.97

In 1957, John Lighton Synge [40] proved the following interpolation property98

‖v − πhv‖1,∞ ≤ Ch|v|2,∞ (6)

provided (4) is valid, where πhv is the standard continuous piecewise linear interpolant99

of a sufficiently smooth function v defined on a two-dimensional domain. However, no100

application to the convergence of the finite element method was made. Optimal conver-101

gence rate of a special interpolation operator under the maximum angle condition (4) is102

also proved in [35].103

Due to (5) we need not be afraid to apply triangles with small angles which can be104

useful for developing software for adaptive mesh refinement, since we need not prescribe105

any positive lower bound for the minimum angle. Thus, we may employ triangular ele-106

ments that are almost flat (degenerate). This can be useful for covering thin slots, gaps107

or strips of different materials (see Fig. 4). “Flat” triangles are also commonly applied to108

approximate functions that change much more rapidly in one direction than in another109

direction [2].110

Figure 4: Cross section of a part of transformer windings. Thin isolation of copper wires
can be covered by flat triangles and the optimal interpolation order will be preserved.
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Example 1: Let v(x1, x2) = 2x2
1 − x1x2 − 3x2

2 on the unit square Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1).111

Consider a family of triangulations whose first three members are marked in Fig. 5. Its112

horizontal lines are divided into 2j parts, whereas the vertical lines into 4j parts for113

j = 0, 1, 2, . . . .114

Figure 5: The first three members of a family of triangulations which satisfies (4) and
does not satisfy (2).

j h ‖v − πhv‖1 h−1‖v − πhv‖1/|v|2

0 1.414214 2.100264 0.203996

1 0.559017 0.732818 0.180067

2 0.257694 0.318461 0.169751

3 0.125973 0.153600 0.167485

4 0.062622 0.076344 0.167462

Table 1. Interpolation errors for the family from Fig 5.115

Table 1 illustrates that the approximation order of the linear interpolant πhv seems116

to be optimal if the maximum angle condition (4) holds even thought the minimum angle117

condition (2) is violated.118

Definition 1. (see [29]) A family F = {Th}h→0 of face-to-face partitions of a polyhedron
Ω into tetrahedra is said to satisfy the maximum angle condition if

∃γ0 < π ∀Th ∈ F ∀K ∈ Th : αK ≤ γ0 and ϕK ≤ γ0,

where αK is the maximal dihedral angle between faces of a tetrahedron K, and ϕK is the119

maximal angle within all triangular faces of K.120

Figure 6: Three types of degenerating tetrahedra which do not deteriorate the optimal
interpolation order.
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a) b)

Figure 7: Two examples where just one of the conditions αK ≤ γ0 and ϕK ≤ γ0 is violated.

The optimal interpolation order (6) for linear elements defined over families of tetra-121

hedral partitions that satisfy the maximum angle condition (cf. Fig. 6) is proved in [29].122

Note that the maximum angle conditions αK ≤ γ0 and ϕK ≤ γ0 are independent, see123

Fig. 7 and [29].124

Almost degenerate tetrahedra can be used to cover thin slots or strips, which saves125

computer memory, since h can be relatively large. They should also be used along edges126

of polyhedra, where the true solution of the boundary value problem is usually “smooth”127

along edges and “nonsmooth” across edges. However, not all possible manners of degen-128

eration allow to keep the optimal interpolation order (see [9, 29]).129

An elegant generalization of the maximum angle condition for other elements in Rd
130

was presented by Pierre Jamet in [20] (see also [1]). Roughly speaking, one can still131

achieve the optimal approximation order if elements degenerate, except for the case when132

all element edges are almost parallel to some hyperplane in Rd.133

4 The maximum angle condition is not necessary for134

convergence of the finite element method135

AA

A

x

x

1

3

2

1

2

Figure 8: Flat triangle.

Strang and Fix [37] present an example which shows that large angles can produce136

very large interpolation error. Its slight modification is given in Example 2. On the other137

hand, below we show that the FE-dicretization error can be very small even when the138

interpolation error is large.139
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Example 2: Take h > 0 and the triangle K with vertices A1 = (−h, 0), A2 = (h, 0), and
A3 = (0, h5) (see Fig. 8). Hence, the maximum angle condition (4) is not fulfilled when
h → 0. Consider now the function v(x1, x2) = x2

1 and its linear interpolant πhv on K.
Then

‖v − πhv‖
2

1 ≥
∣

∣

∣

∂πhv

∂x2

∣

∣

∣

2

0

=
( 1

h3

)2

vol K =
1

h6

1

2
(2h)h5 = 1.

This example shows that one large angle in the whole triangulation can destroy the global140

optimal interpolation order of linear triangular elements.141

Figure 9: The first three members of a family of triangulations which does not satisfy (4).

Consider now two families {Vh}h→0 and {Wh}h→0 of finite element spaces with piece-
wise linear shape functions over triangulations of Figures 5 and 9, respectively. Then we
obtain

Wh ⊃ Vh.

Therefore, by Cea’s lemma [12] we find that

‖u− uh‖1 ≤ C inf
wh∈Wh

‖u− wh‖1 ≤ C inf
vh∈Vh

‖u− vh‖1 ≤ C‖u− πhu‖1 ≤ C ′h|u|2,

where uh ∈ Wh is the standard Galerkin approximation of the weak solution u ∈ H2(Ω).142

We observe that the maximum angle condition is not necessary for the convergence of143

the finite element method, since triangulations of Fig. 9 do not fulfil the maximum angle144

condition (4), see [18] for more details.145

5 Two-sided bounds of the discretization error146

The minimum angle condition (2) also enables us to achieve lower bounds of the interpo-147

lation error on unstructured triangulations for linear triangular elements, see [33, p. 918].148

Theorem 1: If v ∈ C3(Ω) is not a linear polynomial, then there exists a constant C > 0
such that

|v − πhv|1 ≥ Ch as h → 0,

where πh is the standard linear interpolant of v.149

Moreover, for uniform triangulations, where any two adjacent triangles form a par-150

allelogram, the following theorem can be proved for linear (and also for bilinear) finite151

elements in two-dimensional space.152

Theorem 2: Let u ∈ H3(Ω) ∩ C2+ε(Ω) be the weak solution of (1) for some ε > 0.
Then for a family of uniform triangulations satisfying (2) with h → 0 there exist positive
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constants C1 and C2 such that

(1− C1h)|u− πhu|1 ≤ |u− uh|1 ≤ (1 + C1h)|u− πhu|1

and
(1− C2h)‖u− πhu‖1 ≤ ‖u− uh‖1 ≤ (1 + C2h)‖u− πhu‖1.

Its proof is based on some superconvergence results on uniform meshes, see [33].153

6 On nonobtuse simplicial partitions154

A single obtuse triangle in the triangulation can destroy the discrete maximum principle155

(f ≥ 0 ⇒ uh ≥ 0) for the Poisson equation with zero boundary conditions (i.e., when156

aij = δij and c = 0 in (1)). Such a triangulation is depicted in Fig. 10, for details see [10].157

● ●

●

Figure 10: One obtuse triangle in the triangulation may destroy the discrete maximum
principle.

The discrete maximum principle is of interest to avoid negative numerical values of158

typical positive physical quantities like concentration, temperature (in Kelvins), density,159

and pressure [21].160

B

j

F

F

B

i

i jα

i

j

Figure 11: The dihedral angle αij between two faces of simplex S.

For linear simplicial elements on S we have161

(∇vi)
⊤∇vj = −

vol Fi vol Fj

(d vol S)2
cosαij , if i 6= j, (7)

where vi are the Courant basis functions and αij is the dihedral angle between (d − 1)-162

dimensional facets Fi and Fj of S (see Fig. 11 and [31, 42, 5]). Thus, nonobtuse simplicial163

partitions yield diagonally dominant stiffness matrices due to (7).164
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Definition 2: A given d-simplex is called acute if all its dihedral angles are less than165

π/2. A simplicial partition is said to be acute if all its simplices are acute.166

Below we present several theorems on acute simplicial partitions.167

Theorem 3: [16]. Let d > 2. If a d-simplex is acute, then each of its facets is an acute168

(d− 1)-simplex.169

Theorem 4: [41]. There exists an acute face-to-face partition of R3.170

Theorem 5: [22]. There exists an acute face-to-face partition of any Platonic solid.171

Theorem 6: [30]. There is no acute face-to-face partition of Rd for d ≥ 5.172

Definition 3: A given simplex is called nonobtuse if all its dihedral angles are less than173

or equal to π/2. A simplical partition is said to be nonobtuse if all its simplices are174

nonobtuse.175

Nonobtuse simplicial partitions can be generated more easily than acute partitions,176

since bisection of the simplicial face may yield two right dihedral angles, but never two177

acute dihedral angles. Recall that a path-simplex in Rd is a simplex having d mutually178

orthogonal edges forming a path (in the sense of graph theory). Two typical nonobtuse179

tetrahedra are sketched in Fig. 12.180

CC
B

A

D

A

B

D

Figure 12: Cube-corner tetrahedron (left) and path-tetrahedron (right).

Below we present several useful theorems on nonobtuse partitions.181

Theorem 7: [16]. Let d > 2. If a d-simplex is nonobtuse, then each of its facets is a182

nonobtuse (d− 1)-simplex.183

Theorem 8: [15, 16]. A d-simplex is a path-simplex if and only if each of its faces is a184

path (d− 1)-simplex.185

Theorem 9: [36]. A face-to-face partition into path-simplices is Delaunay.186

Theorem 10: [23]. Let each tetrahedron in a nonobtuse face-to-face partition contain187

its circumcentre. Then there exists a family of refined face-to-face partitions into path-188

tetrahedra.189

The assumption that the initial partion is nonobtuse can be weakened, see [32]. Local190

refinement techniques that produce nonobtuse tetrahedral partitions in various practical191
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situations are presented in [24, 25, 26]. Finally note that the popular red refinement192

technique in R3 does not yield, in general, nonobtuse partitions (and they can badly193

degenerate [44]).194

Some results also hold for partitions whose simplices are close to nonobtuse. For
instance, the discrete maximum principle is valid for continuous piecewise linear finite
element approximations of the Poisson problem if all dihedral angles of all tetrahedra are
less than

π

2
+ ε,

where ε > 0 depends on Th. A numerical example yielding ε ≈ 10◦ is given in [27]. This195

enables us under some restrictive conditions to use the standard red refinement to get196

diagonally dominant stiffness matrices.197

Angle conditions also appear if we want to provide a validity of discrete maximum198

principles for approximations based on prismatic finite elements, see e.g. [19].199

7 Open problems200

In this section we list several interesting open geometric problems in the finite element201

analysis.202

•What is the “most natural” generalization of the maximum angle condition for simplicial203

elements in arbitrary dimension?204

• Does there exist for every polyhedron a face-to-face partition into acute tetrahedra?205

• Is there a face-to-face partition of R4 into acute simplices?206

• What all are simplicial space-fillers in Rd?207

More open problems on similar subjects can be found in [10].208
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